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Introduction

The following essays are a selection of the papers delivered at the comprehensive and stimulating conference, ‘The British World: Religion, Memory, Society and Culture’, held at the University of Queensland from July 2nd-5th, 2012. Each of the following essays has been subject to double blind peer review and they represent a selection of the papers delivered orally over the four days of the conference.

For many years now, it seems as though British studies have been withering on the vine at Australian universities. Whereas once it seemed no History Department at an Australian university was complete without a Tudor and Stuart specialist, and British history and literature were enshrined as axiomatically important parts of the curriculum, a reverse of a cultural cringe and an engagement with Asia has seen British studies decline.

This conference was therefore something of an experiment, and the conveners were delighted to see the range of the papers which emerged and the diversity of universities and disciplinary fields from where scholars, by no means all of them consciously or clearly working in any field associated with ‘British studies’, emerged to offer papers.

In this volume we present papers which address various aspects of the history, literature, religion and identities of the British world, not simply in the British Isles themselves, but a wider world stretching across both hemispheres. In terms of chronology the earliest paper in this collection deals with the Anglo-Saxon Church; the latest with the impact of war trauma on British journalists in the 21st century. Between those two come a diversity of papers addressing facets of the British world, including the exercise of supernatural power in the Renaissance, the persecution of witches, the writing of literature in ‘outposts’ such as New Zealand, the Jack the Ripper killings and the possibility of devolution within the United Kingdom.

The purpose of the conference was to push the boundaries of what we now think of or recognise as the ‘British World’, doing so mostly but by no means exclusively from Australian perspectives. Certainly the papers which follow suggest the complexity of claiming a British identity, or even of defining its space and borders. The papers also give an sense of the some of the latest research being conducted by scholars into British studies, the pathways they are taking and the conclusions they are reaching.
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